T-Cross

As flexible as
your lifestyle

Test drive now

Special in every way. That’s the T-Cross, with an exterior that’s funky and
fun, and an interior that’s spacious, clever and packed with features. Built
for people who want more out of life, the T-Cross gives you the freedom
to be as spontaneous as you wish, Adaptable, versatile and flexible, this is
a car that cannot be labelled. Just like you.

T-Cross – Exterior
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Choose to
be different

Test drive now

Who wants to follow routine? Jump inside the T-Cross and leave
convention behind. With different design options across the variants,
inside and out, you can create a car that’s as individual as you are,
opening up a world of possibilities. Life’s all about being yourself.
Choose to be different.

T-Cross – Exterior
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Take it easy
with a little help

Test drive now

02 The rear-view camera displays the area behind
your vehicle on the screen of the vehicle’s infotainment system, helping you to manoeuvre into tight
spaces quickly and easily. S
03 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) helps you maintain
a pre-selected, maximum speed, ensuring you maintain a set distance between your vehicle and the one
in front. SR

The T-Cross helps you to tread your own path easily and more
importantly, safely. A comprehensive suite of driver assistance
systems*, help you to overcome difficult situations or avoid
them altogether. Life is easy in the T-Cross.
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01 Lane Assist uses a camera to monitor the markings on the road ahead, and helps keep you safe by
working to prevent you leaving your lane unintentionally. It employs small steering corrections to keep
the vehicle in the correct lane. Works from a speed of
60km/h within system limits. S
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04 Side Assist (Blind Spot Monitoring) uses an LED
display in the exterior mirror to alert you to potential
dangers in your blind spot. It works in conjunction
with the Rear Traffic Alert which monitors traffic
passing at the rear of the vehicle. You will be alerted
by an audible and visual warning if your car comes too
close to another vehicle. S
05 Park Assist is a clever system that helps you park
your T-Cross quickly and easily. The T-Cross steers
fully automatically when parking. The driver only
needs to operate the accelerator and the brakes.
Within the limits of the system, an emergency braking system also prevents parking damage. S

* The driver assistance systems in the T-Cross are NOT designed for autonomous driving in any way. The assisting functionalities have underlying certain limits that are outlined in the owner’s manual.
Therefore, the driver is strictly advised to drive the vehicle with full
attention and has to keep their hands on the wheel at all times. Overseas model shown.
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Standard Equipment

S

Standard Equipment on R-Line

SR

T-Cross – Safety
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Connect to
new possibilities

Test drive now
03 Discover Media adds built in satellite navigation
functionality over Composition Media, allowing you
to always be in control of where you are going.
SS

SR

04 Composition Media brings a gorgeous 8-inch
TFT-LCD colour touchscreen with proximity sensors
and an MP3 player. The six speakers make the whole
thing a multi-media experience. It also has a USB interface and a Bluetooth connection for mobile
phones. SL

The ultra-connected T-Cross is right on the cutting edge of
useful and playful. Whether you need the latest traffic information, directions to your destination or just fancy listening to
your favourite music - the T-Cross has you covered.

05 Active Info Display is a 10.25-inch TFT-LCD screen
shows useful data that’s uniquely configured by you,
so that you can enjoy the drive while staying in touch
with the car’s driving data. The display also lets you
view the Discover Navigation map if you want to.
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SS

01

SR

01 App-Connect brings your smartphone onto your
T-Cross’ touchscreen and includes the latest software
applications such as CarPlayTM from Apple, Android
AutoTM from Google, and MirrorLinkTM. S

04

02 Wireless Charging enables you to charge you
Qi-enabled device with no cables, simply put your
phone on the T-Cross’ inductive charging pad and the
car does all of the work. S
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Standard Equipment

S

Standard on R-Line

SR

Standard on Life

SL

Standard on Style

SS

T-Cross – Infotainment
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Convenience
is key

04 Luggage Capacity. Life is full of surprises. A good
thing, because the T-Cross is available for every idea,
no matter how spontaneous. With its sliding rear seat
bench and a rear luggage capacity° of up to 455^1,281* litres, it is also flexible enough for anything life
throws at you. S

Test drive now

05 LED Headlights in the T-Cross increase your range
of vision and improve visibility when driving at night
and in fog. The advantages of LED technology vs. halogen are a faster response time, lower energy consumption, and a longer service life. SS SR

The T-Cross helps make life easier with clever design touches.
Like adjustable rear bench seating. Flexible for extra leg room
when the family come to stay or make more boot room for additional luggage.
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01 KESSY is a keyless entry and starting system. Simply approach your T-Cross with the keys in your pocket and the car will automatically unlock when you
reach to open the front doors. Once inside, you simply start up the engine with a simple push of a button. S

S

Standard on R-Line

SR

Standard on Style
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02 Adaptable rear seats The T-Cross’ adaptable rear
seats are both foldable and slidable. Which means
you choose the best balance between luggage capacity and rear cabin space. S
03 Rear USB Ports means that mobile telephones,
MP3 players, or USB power banks can be charged
easily while travelling. After all, batteries always run
out faster than you’d like. S

^ Rear seats upright and rear bench forward (VDA)
* Rear seats down and rear bench forward (VDA)
° Luggage capacity is reduced by approx. 80 litres when fitted
with the beats sound system.

Standard Equipment

03

SS

05

T-Cross – Convenience
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Make your own rules
with a little added rebel

Test drive now

The ultimate T-Cross comes in the ultimate package. Drive

02

the R-Line with the powerful 110kW 1.5L TSI engine and help
discover the rebel within you.

01, 04

03

05

01 R-Line Exterior draws everyone’s attention: from
the dynamic front with black-grained grille to the
athletic rear with R-Line specific diffuser and lower
bumper. SR
02 R-Line Sill trims bring a touch of elegance to the
front doors of the R-Line. SR

Standard Equipment

S

Standard on R-Line

SR

03 Sporty: the front sports seats “Carbon Flag” seat
come with the inner bolsters made of microfibre “ArtVelours” with the embroidered “R-Line” logo. SR
04 18” Nevada alloy wheels really make the T-Cross
R-Line shine. SR

05 The R-Line also makes the T-Cross even sportier in the interior - with the multifunction R-Line sports steering wheel in leather and decorative stitching, the
stainless steel pedals and the R-Line sports seats with fabric “Carbon Flag”. Get in
and let yourself be inspired by the high-quality interior. SR

T-Cross – R-Line
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Customisation

Test drive now
11
12
13
14
15
16

17” Bangalore Alloy Wheel (205/55 R17) SL
18” Funchal Alloy Wheel (215/45 R18) SS
18” Nevada Alloy Wheel (215/45 R18) SR
Triangle Ties SL
Hexalink 3D SS
Carbon Flag SR
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The illustrations on this double page can only be regarded as a general guide. The printing process cannot render the colours with absolute accuracy.

Pure White (0Q0Q) O
NR
Flash Red (D8D8) O
Makena Turquoise Metallic (0Z0Z)
Limestone Grey Metallic (Z1Z1) O
Pale Copper Metallic (J7J7) O
Black (A1A1) O NR
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O
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08
09
10

Reflex Silver Metallic (8E8E) O
Energetic Orange Metallic (4M4M)
Reef Blue Metallic (0A0A) O
NR
Dark Petrol (5M5M) O
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Standard Equipment

S

Standard on R-Line

SR

Not available on R-Line

NR

Standard on Life

SL

Standard on Style

SS

Optional Equipment

O

T-Cross – Customisation
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T-Cross

Some images shown may be international models and/or include optional extras.
Combined Fuel Consumption: 5.4 L/100 km (TSI Life, TSI Style), 5.5 L/100 km (TSI R-Line)‡
Combined CO2 Emission: 123 g/km (TSI Life, TSI Style), 127 g/km (TSI R-Line)‡

Printed in New Zealand
Issue: April 2020
Changes and errors reserved
volkswagen.co.nz

‡ Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO2
figures with other vehicles tested to the same technical procedures. Fuel Consumption
and CO2 measured on European specification cars. Factors including but not limited to
driving style, road and traffic conditions, environmental influences, vehicle condition and
accessories fitted, will in practice in the real world lead to figures which generally differ
from those advertised. Advertised figures are meant for comparison amongst vehicles
only.

